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Grant, Barb, Lucy and Susan have recently returned from exhibiting 
at the JAA International Jewellery Fair in Darling Harbour. Trade 
was hectic on Sunday the opening day and tapered off for the next 
two days. Early clients came on the Sunday for first choice of our 
latest jewellery range and several pieces sold. As expected Sapphire 
(blue, pink and purple), Ruby and Aquamarine were popular Gem 
purchases but we were pleased to sell some more unusual gems too, 

including  Alexandrite and Chrysoberyl, various colours in Spinel, 
Garnet and Tourmaline and also the rare Colour Change variety of 
Garnet. After three long days and many pairs of sore feet another 
Fair was over and everyone is gearing up for next years Fair which 
will mark its 20th Anniversary. Terry Coldham who has been our 
friendly opposition for many years as the owner of Sapphex and 
Affiliated has recently retired, we all wish Terry well for his future.

Blue Gems
Sapphire
Is the most popular blue gem especially in the 
Ceylon type colours pale through to mid and 
deep electric blue. We use the term ‘Ceylon Type’ 
as Sri Lankan and Madagascan Sapphires are very 
similar in the range of colour and appearance and 
can be difficult to separate. It is the birthstone for 
September and the Gem for 6th and 45th Wedding 
Anniversaries. We stock it from 1mm to larger 
single gems in a multitude of shapes and colours.  

Aquamarine
Is the birthstone for March and is typically a light 
to mid blue which is more readily available in larger 
sizes than other gems and unlike sapphire the price 
per carat does not increase dramatically as the size 
of the gem increases. Aquamarine is very popular 
and prices are lower than 10 years ago in the light to 
mid colour due to more availability and producing 
countries. The deeper Aquamarine shades are 
still rare and command higher prices especially in 
Emerald cut.

Tanzanite
Is a rich bluish purple ranging to the less expensive 
light blue purple and purple colours. Available in 
fine gems up to approx 10ct the supply of Tanzanite 
is limited in smaller calibrated sizes. Price can vary 
due to the often erratic availability. Remember to 
advise customers that Tanzanite is brittle and must 
be treated with care. Do not clean it in an ultrasonic 
as it can fracture.

Spinel
Can be found in deep blue to blue mauve tones. It 
is an attractive gem with a hardness of 8 it is a really 
durable gem and it is gaining increasing popularity 
in the world market for its brilliance and the fact 
that it is not heat treated.

Blue Zircon
Is a very bright gem (due to a high RI and dispersion) 
in a vibrant mid blue colour. The birthstone  
for December it is available in sizes from approx 
0.50ct to 5ct. 

Blue Tourmaline
Is quite rare but we are getting pieces from Nigeria, 
the bright “Pariaba” type colour commands high 
prices. Genuine Pariaba (from Pariaba in Brazil) 
is rarely seen on the market, some similar material 
comes from Africa but is still difficult to obtain.

Blue Topaz
Is a less expensive blue alternative. Sky blue is a very 
pale blue and Swiss a vibrant mid blue. London blue 
is a deeper colour and is not always available. Blue 
Topaz is rarely found in nature but is derived from 
heat treated and irradiated white topaz. It is popular 
for people who want a big show for little dough. 
Beware of coated blue topaz as this coating is not 
permanent and can easily wear off.

Iolite
A bluish purple gem is becoming harder to source 
in good quality. We have a limited selection of 
various shapes and sizes.
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